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Abstract:
For Mobile Network Operators to ensure a good experience for their users, it
is necessary to have a better idea of what
the users actually perceive. The resolution
and freezes are objective Quality of Experience(QoE) metrics that give a better
indication of the conditions in the video
stream rather than using Quality of Service(QoS) values directly.
The purpose of this report was to create
a QoE prediction model from LTE system
measurements for ultra-low latency live
video streams(ULLV). To do this, measurements were performed on a live LTE
network using 2 phones. These measurements were analyzed and used in a automated training classification tool to create
prediction models. Two models were developed to predict resolutions and freezes.
The freezes and resolutions were mapped
to a simple QoE indicator(0-10 rating) to
mimic a subjective Mean Option Score.
The results show that the predictions
models couldn’t be used for scheduling
purposes in LTE. They can however be
used to predict a QoE score of ULLV for
monitoring. It achieved a Root Mean
Square Error of 1.63 when it was compared
to the real resolutions and freezes.

Preface
The report is the Master Thesis for Wireless Communication Systems at Aalborg University (AAU). A general knowledge of electronic engineering and more specifically telecommunication systems is needed to read the report.
Because the report uses hyperlink for reference to figures, tables, terms, sections and
sources it’s recommended use a PDF reader. Sources are listed in a bibliography at the
end of the report. Figures without a source are made by the project group.
This thesis is a continuation of a previous project which goes further with the analysis
and fixes some of the problems encounter in the previous measurements. The equipment
used was part of Rohde & Schwarz Qualipoc measurements system and was borrowed
from AAU.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1 | Introduction
The mobile market is still growing and customers are demanding more mobile data across
different devices and mobile services. Studies have shown that 71% of subscribers expect
their Mobile Network Operators (MNO) to be responsible for the overall quality of the
services and their end experience [Akamai, 2016]. For MNO to hold on to their customers
it’s very important that the end user’s experience upholds certain standards and is uninterrupted. Because of the high competition between MNOs, understanding the real
experience delivered to subscribers gives the operator a clear advantage.
Video streaming accounts for around 60% of the current cellular network traffic and it’s
expected to grow to 78% by 2021 according to Cisco’s latest estimates [Cisco, 2017].
The new 5G systems will have increased capacity over the Enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB) to support these demands. Video streaming is one of the Internet services that
suffer high degradation when the network experiences delays and congestion. For this
reason it’s important to prioritize it over mail services, web browsing or file transfers that
don’t require that much consistency. One of the growing types of internet video streaming
is live streaming. These types of streams are often even more demanding for the network
as they require a low latency so viewers can interact with the video content broadcaster
and a constant connection to avoid any video degradation.

1.1

Motivation

Since internet traffic is dominated by video streaming, MNOs need to maintain a good
Quality of Experience (QoE) for video streaming if they want to keep their costumers.
QoE for videos is highly influenced by freezes and bitrate adaptation events that occur
throughout the video playback. It is vital to find the relation between the conditions of the
network and the user experience. Usually MNO will rely on drive testing or crowdsourcing
to gauge the QoE users can expect in their network. A better way would be to actively
monitor or predict the QoE a user has in the network based on observed Long Term
Evolution (LTE) measurements.
The motivation behind initiating this research is to evaluate the users QoE for live video
streaming over an LTE network with the possibility to predict the QoE. This could be
achieved by identifying the moments where freezes and bitrate adaptations events occur.
However given that most internet traffic is now encrypted, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
is not available anymore.
Due to this, MNOs have less information about their subscribers traffic and this makes
the identification of the users’ experience even more challenging.
The idea is that measurements in the LTE system can be used instead of DPI, to predict
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some traffic behaviours of live videos that would affect the QoE of the user. This prediction
could be used for monitoring purposes to see where the MNOs would need to increase
their capacity for the QoE to be acceptable. Ultimately this QoE information could be
used to schedule packets more effectively and avoid degradation of QoE for the user, hence
optimizing the network.
There is potential for full utilization of the mobile network without installing more expensive hardware. Since the eMBB is designed for human users, a network scheduling
based on QoE would be a more accurate representation of users satisfaction, instead of
the Quality of Service (QoS) targets used today. However the QoE is hard to predict as
there are some unknown variables and inconsistencies depending on the application being
used. This is especially true for ultra low latency live streams that are the focus of this
report. Another issue is that application layer packets are encrypted and the information
cannot be accessed by the MNO. Also the adaptation algorithm on the player cannot get
access to the LTE network values to accurately predict the behaviour of the connection.
So both sides are hidden from each other making the adaptation and scheduling based on
theQoE challenging. By looking at a packet trace of an encrypted YouTube live streaming
session it should be possible to recognize a pattern and identify some key QoE events. It
should also be possible to look at some of the layer 2 values being used for scheduling in
LTE, however this might be less accurate than a packet trace.
Despite the many researches on the field, the connection between LTE measurements and
QoE for videos is still unclear. The trade-off between latency, packet loss and what type
of strategy should be employed to give the best QoE for Ultra-low Latency Live Video
(ULLV) is uncertain. A connection between the throughput fluctuations and freezings
occurring in a live stream has been established. This previous research was regarding
YouTube and the impact of the network layer measurements and how it effects adaptive
streaming [Pedro Casas et al., 2015]. However newer versions of the YouTube application
will employ the Quick UDP Internet Connection (QUIC) transport protocol which makes
it impossible to see packet losses as they are encrypted and sent over User Datagram Protocol (UDP). This complicates the situation even more as the only information available
to the network is the UDP header information.
The hypothesis in this study is that the QoE of a ULLV stream is correlated to the LTE
measurements such as Block Error Rate (BLER), Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
(HARQ) re-transmissions and throughput. The aim for this study is to reveal these
correlations and predict the QoE of a ULLV.

2 of 56
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1.1.1

Aim and Research question

Figure 1.1: Diagram of the different layers and data flows in ULLV streaming over LTE, together with
the proposed prediction models.

The main steps of the project are :
• Perform a measurement with 2 phones of ULLV on a live LTE network, with a
controlled broadcast at different coverage and interference scenarios.
• Identify patterns between ULLV and encrypted QUIC packets from the network
layer.
• Find a mapping between LTE system measurements and the QoE metrics in ULLV.
• Design a statistical prediction model for QoE based on LTE system measurements.
Research Question: Can QoE for live low latency video be predicted by LTE system
measurements?
18gr1050
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2 | Background
2.1

Brief introduction to video streaming

Video Streaming services like YouTube,Twitch and Netflix have become so popular and
dominate our media consumption, it’s expected to generate 82% of consumer Internet
Protocol (IP) traffic by 2021 [Cisco, 2017]. Before the well functioning systems we see
today there were many technical hurdles to overcome to deliver smooth and reliable video
over the Internet. Older video delivery protocols used the dedicated Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) for video streaming. The main problems with using a dedicated
protocols is it can have trouble traversing the Internet, due to firewall settings and different routing hardware. The modern protocols deliver video over standard Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or encrypted Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
traffic where video related functions are implemented in the applications themselves and
can be further divided as seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Video delivery over HTTP [Begen, 2017]

The new adaptive streaming methods allow for larger variations in connection quality and
still be able to deliver content to the consumer without waiting for the video to fully download. There were three competing technologies for adaptive streaming media; Microsoft
Smooth Streaming (Silver-Light) Apples HTTP Live streaming (HLS) and Adobes HTTP
dynamic streaming. Their goal was to be able to compete with TV and satellite broadcasting but also simultaneously support copy protection of the content being watched.
These plugin heavy technologies have been phased out as they posed a large security
issues and poor performance and only Apples HLS is still being supported. The industry
leaders wanted to create an open standard for adaptive streaming and the International
Standard MPEG-Dynamic Adaptive streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) was developed based on previously published work by 3GPP. The Standard was published in 2012
4 of 56
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and has seen wide support as it is implemented by the biggest streaming services and
hardware manufactures.[ISO/IEC, 2012]
In the report the word freezing will be used to describe a stalling or a re-buffering event
that can occur during a video live stream. A bitrate adaptation or resolution change is
used to reference when the video player changes between different resolutions to increase
or decrees the quality of the video.

2.1.1

MPEG DASH Structure

The MPEG-DASH standard was developed to be vendor independent, international and
open in comparison to proprietary offers by Apple, Microsoft and Adobe. However the
protocol follows the same principal as the previous ones. The goal is to create different versions of the same content to allow flexibility and interchangeability. This could be different
video and audio tracks or even camera angles. Representation sets are very important
as this is the key thing that enables the support for varying channel conditions. This
could be bitrate differences and resolution offerings. These different qualities are chopped
into segments which are served to the viewer through simple HTTP GET messages. A
segment is the largest data unit that can be served by a single HTTP request.[ISO/IEC,
2013]

Figure 2.2: Hierarchical model of MPEG-DASH [ISO/IEC, 2013]

The first thing download by the viewer is a manifest file called Media Presentation
Description (MPD). This includes the adaptations to choose from as well as their relationship,timings and other metadata necessary for playback. This MPD is continually
updated which allows for changes in what adaptations can be chosen. Each adaptation
segment has an associated HTTP Uniform Resource Locator (URL). A Period is the
interval of the MPD and contains the media components. This can be used to choose
18gr1050
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different languages audio tracks,camera angles and is used for ad insertions. The Adaptation Set contains different media components that fit together, for example the codecs
that YouTube player supports. Each Adaptations Set is divided into Representations,
this is where the bitrates and quality of the media can be dynamically chosen based on
network conditions. Representations is divided in time into Segments that can be fixed
or have variable length and is referred inside the MPD by a specific URL [ISO/IEC, 2013,
p.4].

Figure 2.3: A screenshot of the YouTube player while viewing a live stream. The top right window
shows player statistics about the buffer health, live latency, codecs and network activity. The bar at
the bottom is the options bar, for his particular stream, two different camera views could be selected
corresponding to two different Adaptation sets. The cog icon selects the resolution corresponding to the
Representation sets.

While watching the content, instant switching between representations is not possible. To
enable switching between representations MPEG-DASH introduced Stream Access Points
(SAP) where switching is possible. Usually every segments starts with a IDR-Frame so the
Representation can always be switched after the transmission of one segment. This means
Segments cannot be dependant on each other and cannot overlap. So the Representation
can only be switched with every new Segment [Mueller, 2015].
Another big feature of Dynamic Adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) is that it’s
agnostic to video and audio codecs which makes it easy to adapt to newer codecs such
as H.265 (HEVC) and future codecs. It also supports different containers such as WebM,
however in most cases the MPEGs mp4 container is used together with the H.264 video
codec.

6 of 56
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2.1.2

Ultra-Low Latency live streaming

MPEG-DASH can be used for streaming videos and live streams. The biggest difference
between these two use cases is that for live streams and especially ULLV streams the
amount of segments available is limited, compared to a normal stream where all the
segments making up the video are available up front. For ULLV a small Segment size is
chosen and the viewer is behind the broadcaster by 2-3 segments. This is the max buffer
size that the player can have. This limits the headroom if the connection is unstable.

Figure 2.4: A Screenshot of a YouTube live streams statistics page. The Live latency delay to the
broadcaster is around 6 seconds and the buffer health slightly lower, meaning that the system is working
very well due to good network conditions with little latency added by the re-coding of the segments.(This
was captured on a computer connected to AAU WiFi).

Adaptive streaming often has two characteristic traffic patterns. The start-up phase and
the steady state phase. The first phase tries to fill the buffer size to what it’s max capable
of or in the case of live streaming the number of segments that are available. However
it’s important to note that the player’s buffer algorithm usually has more than these two
phases. But from a network or MNO perspective this can be modelled as two events
and could identified by traffic monitoring even if the packets are encrypted [Tsilimantos,
2017]. It’s important to remember that these types of live streams are broadcast to many
users around the world, so a Content Delivery Network (CDN) and streaming service is
needed to reach most viewers.

2.1.3

CDN

For the internet to work like it does today local caches of
data are required. If all the videos watched on YouTube
would have to connect all the way to the main servers in
California the bandwidth would be abysmal. For that reason the data files need to be replicated at CDNs. This
makes the distance that the data have to travel much
smaller. These CDNs can be small and have very specific
18gr1050
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content like a YouTube video or the Google search starting page cached. Most Internet Service Provider (ISP)
has a local caching mechanism to deliver content to the
subscribers. The same is true for LTE network providers.

When requesting a video or live stream over the MNO network, the video files are stored
relatively close to the user at a cache. The popularity of the video and it’s origin decides
how close it can be. As for 2018, YouTube has 4 data-centers and around 20 edge Points of
Presence (POP) and around 100 Google Global Cache (GGC) in Europe [Google, 2018].

2.1.4

Broadcasting and streaming over YouTube Live

It’s become trivial to stream live over the internet. Anybody with a phone or laptop can
stream from their cameras or do a screen capture. For this to work, efficient codecs and a
stable connections are necessary. To broadcast over YouTube live an encoder is needed. It
separates the stream into segments that are sent over an RTMP protocol to the YouTube
broadcast servers. The YouTube server does all of the re-encoding work by separating
the incoming RTMP stream into segments(if needed) and quality levels (MPEG-DASH
Representations) . This process goes very fast and live broadcast latency can be as low as
a few seconds. For the live latency to be this low, the ultra-low latency option has to be
enabled for the stream and requires a small segment length of 1-2s from the broadcaster.
When viewing ULLV, the Digital Video Recorder (DVR) function is disabled so in case
of a freeze in the video, it will jump to the latest live segment and the max buffer size
and latency to the broadcaster will not be affected[YouTube, 2017a]. It also disables the
4k resolutions and high frame rate that is supported in higher latency live streams.
For this reasoning adaptive streaming is very important for live streams as the buffer size
is relative small and throughput fluctuations would cause a freeze if no video adaptation
was made. There is different ways to adapt the video streams between different resolutions
or bit-rate levels. But the most common way is to measure the throughput rate from the
last received segment in a MPEG-DASH live stream. For live streaming the trade off is
between how many segments are available and the latency to the broadcaster. So when
choosing an ULLV stream, the headroom is reduced for varying channel conditions and
fast adaptation becomes crucial.

2.2

LTE Layer 2 and it’s sub-layers

LTE is often separated into layers to easier understand and categorize its functions. However it’s important to understand that these layers are connected and cannot operate by
themselves. Most of the adjustable LTE values are in the layer 2 protocol stack and it’s
composed of 3 sub-layers[Stefania Sesia, 2011]:

8 of 56
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Figure 2.6: LTE layer 2 and it’s sub-layers

• The Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) main functions are IP header
compression, security and reordering and re-transmissions during handovers. There
is only one PDCP entity per radio bearer.
• The Radio Link Control (RLC) main functions while receiving from the PDCP
layer(Uplink) are segmentation and reassembly of packets to adapt them on the requirements of the Medium Access Control (MAC). While receiving Protocol Data
Unit (PDU)s from the MAC (Downlink) it performs reordering to out-of-order packets due to the HARQ.There is only one RLC entity per radio bearer.
• The MAC main functions are multiplexing the data of different radio bearers. The
aim of MAC is to achieve the desired QoS by instructing the RLC for the required
size of the packets. It also decides the amount of data each bearer should transmit.

While moving from top to bottom the layers are receiving Service Data Unit (SDU) packets
and send PDU packets to the layers below. For example when the RLC is transmitting
to the MAC it sends RLC PDUs and from the MAC perspective it receives MAC SDUs.
When we move from bottom to top the whole process is reversed. Below we are going to
look more in depth the functions of the sub-layers.

18gr1050
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2.2.1

PDCP layer functions

Figure 2.7: PDCP Structure

The main job of PDCP is the compression of the IP headers, the ciphering of user data and
integrity protection of both user and control data. PDCP is divided in user and control
parts. In charge of control data is the Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol. RRC
main functions are to set up, maintain, and release a radio connection for a particular
subscriber. As for the user plane, IP layer is responsible for the end-to-end communication
[Kreher and Gaenger, 2011].

• Header compression: It uses the Robust Header Compression(ROHC) protocol.
• Security: it is implemented through ciphering for both control and user data and
integrity protection only for control data.
• Handovers: Depending on the QoS there are 2 types of handovers that can be
performed.
1. Seamless Handover: It is used when a RLC Unacknowledged Mode (UM) exists.
The interest is on low delays even if it results in some data losses. An example
of a service like this would be a phone call.
2. Lossless Handover: It is used on RLC Acknowledged Mode (AM). These are
services that can tolerate delays but no data losses. Through re-transmissions
the data delivery is achieved. An example of a service would be a file download.[Stefania Sesia, 2011, p.93]
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2.2.2

RLC layer functions

Figure 2.8: RLC Structure

RLC is located between MAC and PDCP. RLC job is to reformat the PDCP PDUs to
meet the size criteria specified by the MAC. The transmitting side of it will concatenate
or segmentize the PDCP PDUs and the receiving side will reassemble the RLC PDUs for
the reconstruction of the PDCP PDUs. It communicates with PDCP through a Service
Access Point(SAP) and with MAC through logical channels. Described below are the
different functions of the RLC[Stefania Sesia, 2011, p.98]:
1. Transparent Mode: This mode contains nothing more than a data field. There is
no header and the RLC SDUs are directly mapped in RLC PDUs.
2. Unacknowledged Mode: This mode consists of a data field and a UM data header.
The main functions of UM are:
• Segmentation and concatenation of RLC SDUs: On the transmitting side UM
performs segmentation and/or concatenation to the RLC SDUs to form RLC
PDUs. The size of RLC PDUs depends on the requirements of the MAC. A
single RLC PDU can contain multiple RLC SDUs or segments of RLC SDUs.
• Reordering and Duplicate detection of RLC PDUs and Reassembly of RLC
SDUs: Because the HARQ process in MAC makes the packets arrive out of
order, re-ordering acts as the initial process. The RLC PDUs that are out of
sequence are stored in the reception buffer till all the previous arrive. Through
that process the sequence numbers of the RLC PDUs is being checked and
any duplicates are discarded. To avoid excess time on the re-ordering process
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a timer is used. When a RLC PDU is missing the receiving UM RLC entity
sets a timer for the missing RLC PDU and it waits till the timer expires. If
it expires without receiving the missing part, the UM entity declares it as lost
and moves on the reassembly process of the next RLC SDU from the available
RLC PDUs. Reassembly takes place only when there are enough RLC PDUs
segments to form a RLC SDU.
3. Acknowledged Mode: The most important feature of AM is the guarantee of the
data transfer. It uses Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) for retransmitions and
ensures an error free transmission. As mentioned before in the Handover part of
PDCP, its services are characterized in 2 categories, these of delay tolerant-no data
losses and data losses-low delays. AM is also used in control plane to ensure the
delivery of the RRC messages. Its main functions are:
• Retransmission of RLC Data PDUs.
• Re-segmentation of retransmitted RLC Data PDUs.
• Polling: is a proactive request of ’status report’ that the transmitting side is
sending to the receiving through a 1-bit indicator in the AM RLC header.
• Status reporting: is sent from the receiving side to the transmitting to indicate
and ACK or NACK for RLC PDUs. This helps on identifying the missing RLC
PDUs so it can be re transmitted.
• Status prohibit: To avoid multiple transmits of ’status report’ a timer is set
that prohibits the transmission of new ’status reports’.

2.2.3

MAC layer functions

Figure 2.9: MAC Structure
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MAC is the connective link between RLC and PHYsical layer. It communicates with
RLC through logical channels and through transport channels with the physical layer,
therefore it performs multiplexing and demultiplexing between these 2. It creates MAC
PDUs or Transport Blocks (TB) from MAC SDUs in the transmitting side and recovers MAC SDUs from MAC PDUs in receiving side. MAC consists from the following
entities[Stefania Sesia, 2011, p.108] :
• HARQ entity: The transmit HARQ operation is used for transmission and retransmissions of TBs and processing of ACK/NACK signalling. The received HARQ
operation is responsible for the reception of TBs, the combining of the data and the
generation of ACK/NACK signalling. To ensure continuous transmission it uses the
Stop And Wait (SAW) operation. What it does is that it stops other transmissions
when it transmits a TB and awaits feedback from the receiver. Based on a timer or
a NACK it will retransmit the TB if needed. To utilized all the resources, multiple
HARQ SAW operations are used in parallel. There are 2 types of HARQ schemes:
1. Synchronous Retransmissions: occur in predefined times relative to initial
transmission thus making it easy for the receiver to associate the rentransmissions.
2. Asynchronous: the retransmissions can occur in any time interval relative to
the initial transmission. For this to be tracked extra signalling is needed. This
creates overhead but can lead to more flexible scheduling.
The re-transmissions can be either adaptive or non-adaptive. The adaptive ones will
adapt their transmission values(MCS, resource allocation) to the current channel
conditions. Non-adaptive ones will either stay the same or will be changed based on
some predefined rule. Again the disadvantage of signalling overhead that is created
will be countered by the scheduling gain that the adaptiveness will bring. LTE uses
an asynchronous scheme with adaptive transmission for downlink and synchronous
for uplink with varying adaptive or non-adaptive depending on the frequency of the
signalling.
• Multiplexing/Demultiplexing entity: As the name suggests it multiplexes or demultiplexes data from logical and transport channels. Based on the prioritization of the
logical channels it multiplexes the MAC SDUs to create MAC PDUs. The job of
the demultiplexing entity is to reassemble the MAC SDUs and deliver them to the
RLC entities.
• Logical Channel Prioritization: It prioritizes the data from logical channels to be
transmitted by the MAC PDUs.
• Random Access Control: entity controls the Random Access Channel(RACH) which
is used by the UE when it doesn’t have a synchronized uplink and wants to access
the network.
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• Controller entity: its job is to control Discontinuous Reception(DRX), Data Scheduling Procedure and maintaining uplink timing alignment.

2.3

The Layers of the Internet

The Internet data packets leave the LTE system and are passed to the IP layer. The LTE
network gives out an IP address to the User Equipment (UE) when first establishing a
connection with data services. This gives the UE the ability to access the Internet. Several
IP addresses can be given to the UE depending on the service being used, however most
traffic is sent over a LTE bearer associated with normal web traffic(including video). For
streaming over YouTube Live, the IP of the UE is connected to the IP of the YouTube
server and data is transferred over the QUIC protocol.

2.3.1

Transport layer and the QUIC protocol

Most web traffic is done over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), where Acknowledgement (ACK) and Negative Acknowledgement (NACK) are used to guarantee the integrity
of the data, this integrity is required by normal web services. For the live streams YouTube
uses the experimental QUIC protocol.QUIC is designed to traverse the Internet over UDP
instead of the normal TCP connection that is usually used for HTTP traffic. Since UDP
does not use ACKs or a integrity check of the data, the QUIC protocol does this in the
application layer above. QUIC is developed by Google and is suppose to reduce latency
by not requiring a 3-way handshake used in normal TCP connections. In addition QUIC
helps reducing head of line blocking by supporting multiplexed streams over a single connection, meaning that lost UDP packets only affect that one stream. This makes loss
recovery much faster and more efficient. Another key thing that QUIC employees is that
it’s always encrypted over Transport Layer Security (TLS).

Figure 2.10: Normal HTTPS over TCP compared to QUIC over UDP [Langley, 2017]
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2.3.2

TLS Session layer security

TLS (formerly known as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)) is used to enable security over the
Internet. The most common use for TLS is to secure HTTP web traffic and is called
HTTPS. [Grigorik, 2013] Given the rise of computer oriented crime together with faster
and more secure encryption methods, it has now become the norm to secure most traffic
over the web. As much as 70% of web traffic is now secured with HTTPS [Encrypt, 2018].
TLS can be split into tree main features:

• Encryption a method to obscure the message between the sender and receiver.
• Authentication a method to verify the identity of the sender and receiver.
• Integrity a method to detect if the messages has been intercepted and changed.

These features means that someone observing traffic can only see the end points of the
transmission, frequency and a approximation of the amount of data being transferred. So
if TLS is used correctly over LTE the MNO is in the dark and cannot do DPI to look inside
packets to see exactly whats being received by the application. The IP of the destination
and source is available together with the amount and size of the UDP packets. However
it can be shown that even a encrypted packet trace can say something about key QoE
factors in video streaming this is further analyzed in section 4.2 Chebudie [2016].

2.4

QoS and QoE

2.4.1

QoS

Quality of Service describes specific requirements that the network has to fulfill in order
to satisfy the users’ needs for an application or service. QoS consists of Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)s that are monitored on the network. The criteria of these measurements
are changing based on the service requirements of the user and the available resources.
To satisfy these requirements, MNO are monitoring the network with different KPIs.
Application Layer also needs to ensure that these QoS measurements are met. If the QoS
is changing and not adjusted by the MNO, the application will adapt to the new QoS
level or degrade the level of the service[de Gouveia and Magedanz, 2012].
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Figure 2.11: QoS prioritization [Aver, 2018]

The QoS is met through the concept of bearers. There are 2 different bearers in LTE[Holma
and Toskala, 2011, p.62]. The default one that is assigned when a connection is established
and the dedicated which it is used when the network needs to prioritize some service or
a user. The bearer system makes it possible to prioritize services based on a QoS Class
Identifier (QCI) table that can be found in Appendix section B. Based on the service the
user might be mapped to Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) or non-GBR. This bearers system
exists between the UE and the Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway which provides the
connectivity to external packet data networks. A UE might have many dedicated bearers.
Every dedicated bearer is associated with a packet filter Traffic Flow Template (TFT)
that contains the IP, Port, protocol and the direction of the connection.

2.4.2

QoE

QoE is a measure that is used to describe how a user perceives a particular service. It
is very difficult to accurately predict it because in a big part it consists from highly
random parameters that are affected by context and user’s personality. There are 3 main
categories of these parameters that influence the measurement of QoE. They are called
Influence Factors and as already mentioned they are divided in Context, Human and
System[Sebastian Möller, 2016]. The context and human are out of the scope of this
report because they refer mainly to psychological perspective. We focus on the System
factors that can be described by different system measurements like latency, throughput
or packet-loss.
The one way that QoE is rated is by Mean Opinion Score. Users are asked to rate the service by assigning numbers from 1-5, qualifying their experience as “Poor”-“Excellent”[ITUT, 2016]. In our case there are no human participants and thus a Mean Opinion Score
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(MOS) will not be rated. We will focus on predicting the key QoE metrics where their
significance on how it affects MOS has already been investigated by other researches.
Mainly we are looking at freezes and resolution adaptations. Research on these metrics
have shown that it affects the MOS on different ways. The number of freezes based on their
length with respect to the duration of the video can have significant effects[Tobias Hoßfeld,
2011]. On the other hand an adaptation in resolution might not affect the MOS that much
if it is not extreme(by extreme we mean at least 3 resolutions in-between)[Avs¸ar Asan,
2017]. In Figure 2.12 we can see 3 different resolutions. As mentioned before a 1080p
to 480p resolution change will not have a so vast difference while 1080p to 144p is very
noticeable.

Figure 2.12: from left to right : 1080p, 480p, 144p

2.4.3

How to model QoE from an objective perspective

Previous research has shown that the most important event that could degrade the QoE
in video streaming is freezings(referred as stallings in the paper)[T. Hossfeld, 2012]. The
model in our report will take into account the freezes and resolution adaptations of the
video. It will give out a QoE indicator and not a MOS value that would require human
surveys. The QoE indicator will be an objective value and the rating system of it will be
based on previous research. We will start by modeling this objective QoE indicator by:

QoEIndicator = f (Resolution) − f (F reezes)

(2.1)

where the f(Resolution) can have 6 different values matching the resolutions available for
a YouTube ULLV while f(Freezes) takes values of the number of freezes and the duration
of them. These resolutions are from 144p(very poor) to 1080p(excellent). As can be seen
from [Tobias Hoßfeld, 2011] (QoE on YouTube) a freeze of 1s duration will degrade MOS
by 1 point. Depending on the duration and the number of the freezes the MOS score will
degrade accordingly. As it can be seen from the graph in Figure 2.13 relationship isn’t
linear.
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Figure 2.13: Change on MOS based on the number of freezes[Tobias Hoßfeld, 2011]

When it comes to resolution adaptation, the paper [Avs¸ar Asan, 2017] shows the impact
on MOS with different adaptions to the available resolutions(the study doesn’t consider
720p and 144p).

Figure 2.14: different resolution adaptations impact on MOS from the study[Avs¸ar Asan, 2017]

In both studies MOS is rated with scale from 1-5. However the real subjects questioned in
the resolution adaptation paper had scores ranging from 1.48-4.70, meaning the observed
score has a smaller range. Other studies of MOS also indicate that subjects tend to
avoid the edges of the scale and they consider 1.5 as the lower limit [Tobias Hoßfeld and
Plissonneau, 2012]. In our QoE indicator model this is not a problem as the scale and its
score is objective.
So we have a proposed QoE indicator model that have values from 0-10. The lower limit
will be 0 and the maximum 10. Since MOS and QoE is such a highly subjective measure
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we will simplify it but still keep some of the non-linear parts. This means that the QoE
indicator should mimic some of the MOS behaviour.
The first step is to assign the different Resolutions a QoE indicator score:
Resolution(bitrate)

QoE Indicator Score

MOS equivalent

1080p

10

Excellent

720p

9

Very good

480p

8

Good

360p

6

Fair

240p

4

Poor

144p

2

Very poor

Table 2.1: The video resolutions and its mapping to the QoE indicator

Basically scales resolutions linearly in two steps from 1080p-480p and 480p to 144p. Because most people will more clearly notice a resolution changes lower then 480p. If the
video is adapting to different resolutions during it’s playtime, the QoE indicator will be
averaged to give one score.
For a simple example let’s say that a 120s long video will have the following resolution
distribution: 240p 10s,360p 10s,720p 40s, 1080p 60s. The average resolution QoE indicator
score will be:
1
4
6
1
∗4+
∗6+
∗9+
∗ 10 = 8.8
(2.2)
12
12
12
12
The second step is to assign freezes a QoE indicator score. As shown in Figure 2.13 longer
freezes will impact the MOS score more than short freezes. For simplicity we decided to
separate the freezes into two categories: short and long freezes. Where a short freeze is
less than 2 second and will degrade the QoE indicator by 2. A long freeze is more than
or equal to 2 seconds and will degrade the QoE indicator by 3.
It should be noted that the papers being used to find a QoE indicator assumes 30 seconds
long videos and not all resolutions are accounted for. We have not decided on a video
time yet and we might have to tweak the indicator depending on how many freezes and
resolutions we actually see. However the proposed model should resemble the key traits
documented in the other papers relating video to MOS.
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2.5

Prediction modeling

Predictive modeling is about the problem of learning a mapping function between inputs
and outputs. One of the end goals of this project is develop a prediction model for QoE
using measurements in LTE. Given the measurement data, it should be possible to use
automated training applications to combine inputs(predictors) to the response(outputs)
we want to find. In our case this is the occurrence of freezes and what resolution the
stream is playing at. This is the main QoE factors that impact video as described in
subsection 2.4.2. Further this prediction model can be used for monitoring or scheduling
fairness across multiple users in LTE.

2.5.1

Classification and Regression modeling

Both Classification and regression modeling uses some predictors and try to find a connection between these values and the end response.
The main difference between regression and classification modeling is that a classification
models will try to predict the correct label or class. This could be in our situation
the current resolution playing. For a regression modeling it would be used to predict a
discreet value. In this case a specific video stream section could be given a QoE score and
a regression model would try to predict this correct QoE score based on other predictors.
A regression model would be useful to monitor the network long-term and identify a QoE
score in the network. While a classification model could identify more frequently changing
measurements and be used for monitoring or scheduling.
Decision trees are one of the simplest and easiest classification and regression algorithms to understand due to
their simplicity. The algorithm finds the decision points
that will determine what the response should be based
on predictors. Decision trees can use the same variables
several times in different parts of the tree. This capability can discover complex connections between sets of
variables. Usually decision trees have a set of stop rules
or limitations on the amount of decision that can be
made. This means that the decision tree can suffer over- Figure 2.15: Example of a decision
tree without any input values.
fitting if the amount of possible decisions get too high.

K-nearest neighbour algorithm is a simple classification algorithm that assigns the prediction values based on the neighbouring values. This it can find clusters where there is
likely a freeze will occurred based on the predictors.
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3 | Measurement Design
To explain our observations and findings, below we present the measurement setup and
the hardware and software used. First we get into detail about the equipment used to
perform the measurements and then the locations that were chosen to conduct them.
Next a YouTube video broadcast was set with specific requirements to focus on ULLV.

3.1

Equipment

The equipment that was used in the tests, was made by Swissqual that is a part of Rhode
& Swartz. It consists by hardware and software suited for mobile network optimization
and testing.
In the testing phase the equipment used were two Samsung Galaxy S5 SM-G901F phones
with the Swissqual Qualipoc Android software [SwissQual, 2017]. The phones are specified
for LTE-Advanced Cat6 300/50 Mbps and can use Carrier Aggregation (CA) on 2x20 MHz
channel with 2x2 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [Arena, 2014]. The phones
are equipped with a Telenor SIM-card and supports all 3 LTE bands that Telenor offers.
Denmark has 3 different LTE bands [Stoltze, 2015].
1. TDC has access to the 800 and 2600 MHz bands.
2. Telia and Telenor share the network and have access to 800, 1800 and 2600 MHz
bands
3. Hi3G has access to 1800 and 2600 MHz bands
There is also an option to connect the phones with an
LTE scanner to enable further sampling of physical link
measurements. This option though wasn’t used because
it would just complicate things more, so the phones were
kept in handheld mode without the scanner working independently.
The Qualipoc software of the phone, enables a big variety of testing measurements in different mobile technologies. From simple File transfer Protocol (FTP) to web
browsing, voice calls or videos in our situation. There Figure 3.1: The Samsung Galaxy
are also specific applications like Facebook, YouTube S5 running Qualipoc
and Dropbox alongside with the approved application
versions for consistency across measurements. On the
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YouTube application that is going to be used, you set a specific YouTube URL ,duration
and how many cycles to run the specific test. The Qualipoc software is also capable of
band and technology forcing but only the option of technology forcing was enabled to
focus on LTE.
YouTube tests the phones are going to preform, records data related to radio, network
and application layer. After the measurement the data is extracted from the phones and
imported into the Network Quality Data Investigator (NQDI) software. The videos will
be analyzed in regards to resolution changes and freezings, but also the radio and network
measurements can plotted to reveal connections between them.

3.2

YouTube live stream Broadcast settings

To setup a broadcast that will be used in the measurements, the encoder software Xsplit is used on a Windows 10 computer connected to AAUs network. The viewer was
the Qualipoc Phones that was technology forced to LTE. The CDN node we connect to
changes based on traffic, but we observed that usually YouTube will connect to nodes
located in Stockholm, Berlin, Amsterdam and even Aalborg itself. This fits well with
the map of Google’s CDNs shown in Figure 2.5. Observation show low latency both
over LTE and AAU network for the viewer and broadcaster respectively. Where the
YouTube traffic gets routed through is dependant on how the CDNs are balanced at that
moment. The latency is very small for all the identified CDNs and have little impact on
the measurements.
The live stream being watched is broadcasted from a computer connected to the AAU
network by cable to reduce any potential latency introduced by WiFi. The broadcast
is a looping animation that has high intensity and offer a constant bitrate even after
YouTube’s re-encoding. The X-split encoders video settings chosen for the measurements
were 1080p30fps h.264 Quick-sync(Hardware encoding) with Constant Bitrate (CBR)
of 6000Kbps and a keyframe interval of 2s. The Audio live encoding was set to AACL
96kbps mono, however no audio was recorded. Different settings were explored together
with monitoring the output after YouTube re-encoding and can be found in Appendix
section A. In the end the live encoding options chosen is whats being recommended by
YouTube [YouTube, 2017b].

Figure 3.2: The X-Split broadcaster settings for ULLV streaming over YouTube
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3.3

Choosing length and content of a video measurement

Usually users watch videos on a time scale of 1-2 minutes (reference). To simplify extraction and processing of the data, the YouTube Live stream test should run for an extended
period of time. The live stream can be split up into smaller pieces in the processing
afterwords.
This means that a continuous live stream can be separated according to time intervals for
modeling the QoE indicator proposed in subsection 2.4.3. Both the number and length of
a freezes is impactful of the QoE, but is dependant on the total length of the video and
this should be accounted for [Tobias Hoßfeld, 2011].
The length of each test is set to 10 minutes of continuous ULLV stream. In the case of
live network measurements it’s important to make sure every setting is the same across
the phones. At each test location, the consistency between the 2 phones was verified by
manual inspection of the settings.

3.4

Coverage ,Network load and Mobility

In a measurement scenario channel conditions will vary based on the location, the time
of the day and the mobility. The Coverage is affected in signal strength and from the
location of the UE. The number of people that might be connected to the same base
station is also dependant on the location of the measurement. The Time of day will
impact how many other people are connected to the base-station. As a example; schools
are most likely busy between 9-15 and less busy between 18-00.
We will not focus on high Mobility so our tests will be conducted by walking and try to
stay inside the same cell area. While Mobility like riding a bus will arguably have a very
big impact on QoE as the chance of a freeze occurring is higher, there is a limit on what
the scheduler can do to prevent a cell switch as it is inevitable.
To challenge the system either Coverage, Network load or both have to be pushed to their
limits. To check the Network load the system can be tested at an open area with many
people. For example a bus station during rush hour. To push signal strength a test in a
basement or the inside of a brick building can be done. To test both a garage or inside a
busy shopping mall is a good area.
To get a diverse data-set all these situations should be tested. This will give a higher
chance to see low resolutions and freezes. Since the prediction model will be more accurate
with more data where the video freezes or the resolution of the video is below 360p, we
should focus on where Coverage and Network load is pushed to its limits to identify when
the video deteriorates.
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3.5

Time-aligning and extracting of the measurement

The Qualipoc software running on the phones need to be loaded in the desktop analyzing
software NQDI. This creates an Structured Query Language (SQL) database where all
the data is stored. NQDI can be used for large scale analysis as it is designed for large
measurement campaigns and gives a summary at the end of all the YouTube tests results.
However the raw data can be extracted from the SQL database and further analyzed. A
key thing is that all the data have to be time-aligned so every time instance has a dedicated
value. This is a problem because some datapoints values are recorded more often than
others. Often the physical layers values are recorded several times a second, compared to
player status indicator messages that only recorded when a video event happens. Every
value is stored with a timestamp on the format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM.SS.MMM and a
script is used to import the raw data and align them based on a 1 second time axis. This
means that some values have to be averaged or filtered differently to give only 1 value
every second. Another key thing is to remove redundant data from the tests, as they start
recording before videos start playing. These scripts can be found in Appendix section E.

3.6

Initial problems and troubleshooting

After running the Qualipoc Android Phone tests at several places in Aalborg we discovered
a few oddities and problems. After loading the data into NQDI we discovered some
unexpected behaviour. Given the test design it was expected that the phones would
behave similar in the test since they are competing for the same bandwidth on the same
network and channel conditions.
Our most important discoveries were :
• Intra-frequency handover: We saw that at bad signal conditions the band 7 would
sometimes change to band 20. This change was the only one we saw happening
during the test, since most of the tests were rather stationary. Since the bandwidth
of those two bands is different, we saw better video streaming results on the band
7. The RSRP gain for switching between band 7 and 20 was around 25dB.
• Inconsistency between phones: Since we are testing both phones in the same cell
and coverage scenario, they are essentially competing between the same bandwidth.
However in the first tests we saw a lot of inconsistent behaviour between the phones.
One of those things was that Carrier Aggregation was activated in only one of the
phones at the time for 2 different tests.
• Software level errors: It seems like the adaptation algorithm on some of the tests
was working very inconsistently. In one test the player was not adapting at all and
stayed at 1080p even when there were freezes, this seemed counter intuitive.
We also discovered that on some versions of the YouTube application it will use normal
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HTTPS over TCP instead of the QUIC that we were used seeing across other platforms.
It was decided to use Qualipoc’s Approved version of the YouTube application(v11.49.55
from 2017). Overall improvement was noticed when the approved version of YouTube
Android App was used. This is an old version, but it was necessary to downgrade for it
to use the QUIC protocol and its compatibility with the Qualioc software.
Its obvious that these types of tests reveal a lot of inconsistencies and unexpected values.
It’s important to check the system thoroughly and do troubleshooting when unexpected
behaviour is noticed. This minimizes the errors with the measurements and the focus can
be on finding actual issues between the YouTube application and the LTE system, where
optimization can be made.

3.7

Final measurement setup and specifications

• Service: YouTube live stream.
• Video encoder and broadcasting options: 1080p30fps h.264 Quick-sync(Hardware
encoding) and a CBR of 6000Kbps. The video was a looping animation of moving
spheres that looped every 1 second.
• Audio encoder: AACL 96Kbps mono.
• Ultra-low latency is selected and DVR disabled.
• Qualipoc Phone settings: Hand-held mode, packet-trace enabled,LTE technology
forced, YouTube app version(v11.49.55), automatic resolution adaptation.
Test Phones are started manually at the same time and held in a hand-grip in-front of
the user. These were the specific areas and hypothesized signal strengths and cell loads
where the measurements was conducted:
• Four static locations locations:
– Aalborg Bus terminal (Good signal strength, potentially high loaded cells).
– Nytorv (Medium signal strength, potentially high loaded cell).
– Friis shopping mall -1 floor (Bad signal strength, potentially high loaded cell).
– Aalborg harbour (High signal strength, potentially low loaded cell).
• Four walking tests:
– Aalborg buss terminal to Nytorv (Medium signal strength, potentially high
loaded cell).
– Nytorv to Friis shopping mall (Bad signal strength, potentially high loaded
cell).
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– Friis shopping mall 1 to -2 floor (Medium-Bad signal strength, potentially high
loaded cell).
– Nytorv to vesterbro (Medium signal strength, potentially high loaded cell).
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4 | Analysis
Various tools were used to analyze the data. For the most part Matlab scripts were
employed to plot data and find correlations between different measurements. After these
were identified, the values from one phone were loaded into a Matlabs’s classification
leaner, that trained the prediction algorithms. They were used to predict resolution and
freezes on a 1 second basis.

4.1

Freezes and Resolution changes

An important aspect to verify is the correct adaptation behaviour of the YouTube player.
To check if our assumption that the player will adapt down to the lowest resolutions to
avoid freezing is true, we looked at what resolution we were most likely to be operating
during a freeze or when a freeze occurred. The findings revealed that the algorithm chooses
to hang on 240p and 480p instead of moving down to a lower resolution level. This was
thought to be the cause of a rapidly changing transferred bytes (TxB) or throughput that
the player could not adapt fast enough. However inspection of the data did not show
that the video would change down after the first freeze occurred. A good example of this
behaviour can be seen in Figure 4.2 This suggests that the player actively chooses to have
480p and 240p, probably because a freeze is considered better due to the fact that 144p
is so low quality or it might simply be because the player adaptation mechanism is too
aggressive for ULLV.
Stream Resolution State

1080p

720p

480p

360p

240p

144p

Freezing duration

24s

107s

77s

104s

872s

446s

Playout duration

3043s

831s

367s

171s

1315s

1973s

Table 4.1: How many seconds were spent inside a freeze and at what resolution for all 16 tests.Here
you can also see the low samples of 360p resolutions and the reason it was removed from the prediction
model

The total data seems to indicate that the majority of the tests were either spent on a fully
working stream with max resolution and few freezes or in a network struggling to deliver
the minimum required throughput for even the two lowest resolutions, causing freezes.
These two situations can be seen in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.

4.2

Packet trace analysis

A packet trace analysis was made to check if the encrypted QUIC traffic could help
identify what type of stream and to have the ability to measure IP throughput. The
hypothesis was that the HTTPS GET messages could be identified in the uplink, to find
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the pattern of segment requests when the stream is operating in steady state. Given our
test is a ULLV the segments get requested every 1 second. Compared to low(2s) and
normal(5s) latency live streaming this is a high frequency of segment requests. Simply
by filtering on the uplink and for 550B-650B packet length the pairwise HTTPS GET
segment requests occur every 1s as expected. For our case we identified around 1200
packets corresponding to 600 video and 600 audio segment requests over the 10 minute
long tests. The extra or missing packets being either lost segments due to freezing and
resolution adaptations(requesting more than one representation of a segment). We did
not go into details of this in our analysis, mainly because of the sheer amount of data
points and the implausibly of doing a full packet trace for every user in a cell. We have
added some findings and discussion about using packet traces to the Appendix section C.

4.3

BLER and Re-transmits

We wanted to see if there is a clear connection between freezes, BLER, the number of
re-transmissions of the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) packets. Research
behind QoE prediction in video streaming was indicating BLER as a good variable to base
a model on. Together with the Number of retransmitts as it would indicate the burstiness
of the packets in the measured scenarios [Asiya Khan and Ifeachor, 2012]. From our
findings this doesn’t seem true for ULLV. It seems that the system’s target 10% BLER
is met. Little to no correlation between the BLER and the number of retransmits could
be identified. The relationship between the video state and the BLER is shown for two
tests in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: The relationships between video state, BLER and PDSCH TxB. The top graph is similar
to the NQDI video graph found in Appendix section E Figure 7.5 meaning that the alignment is correct.

Figure 4.2: The relationships between video state, BLER and PDSCH TxB.
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4.4

IP, MAC, PDSCH Transferred bytes and Throughput

The are three layers that data flow trough that were analyzed. These three are IP,MAC,
PDSCH and we focused on TxB for each of them. Where IP TxB is being sent to the
application over QUIC. MAC TxB is the data sent after the HARQ to the RLC and
PDCP layers. RLC and PDCP throughput and TxB can be acquired but needs special
time alignment as it is not directly tied to a timestamp in the NQDI SQL database.
The MAC throughput is not available at all(empty tables). The NQDI software reports
the PDSCH TxB after modulation and coding(also known as Downlink Shared Channel
(DL-SCH)). While PDSCH throughput is before the coding rate and is the closest value
to the actual radio that is measured.
Though these are directly connected and every TxB going down from the IP to PDSCH
will increase the number of bytes being transferred due to overhead. In our findings there
was little difference as to what layer the TxB or throughput was chosen, this is probably
because of values being time-aligned to 1 second. However PDSCH traffic was better at
predicting the Resolution in our models by a few percentages. We suspect this is because
of the larger dynamic range or the accuracy of the values. A comparison between the
three TxBs and PDSCH throughput converted to Kbps can be seen in Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3: The relationship between IP, MAC ,PDSCH TxB PDSCH throughput with a 10 point
moving mean. The MAC and IP layer has little overhead compared to the PDSCH, because of the
HARQ.
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The data traffic should give a good indication of the resolution and freezes of the stream
being played out. Given that the ULLV has max buffer size of 2-3s the data was relatively
correlated as the buffer can’t absorb rapidly changing throughput without resolution
adaptation or freeze. Also given that the player algorithm uses network layer throughput
as the main estimate for resolution adaptations such behaviour is expected.

4.5

Prediction model proposal

To make a prediction model it is important to figure out what values from the LTE network
can be used to predict QoE values. This can be done by running Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) or Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) tests that will show if these predictor
values are valuable to use, so a accurate prediction can be made. Prepossessing of the
time-aligned data, such as moving averages and dependency on previous samples is one
of the key things we believed would increase the accuracy of our models.
Two main QoE elements have been used in the prediction model from Equation 2.1, the
first of which is the resolution. This can be estimated with the PDSCH TxB. Although
the bandwidth requirements for the resolutions are quite different and don’t overlap too
much given the consistent bitrate the broadcast aimed for, the small buffer in ULLV will
sill obscure the prediction. There are 6 different resolution levels that are used in YouTube
ULLV. They scale from 144p to 1080p. Given that our data sets didn’t have enough 360p
samples, these were removed from the set.
The prediction model used PDSCH TxB with trailing mean of 3 points together with the
instant TxB to estimate the resolution of the ULLV. The trailing mean of 3 was used
to filter out values that can be absorbed by the buffer. The most accurate prediction
was achieved with a simple decision tree that had 13 splits. This gave a 70% accuracy
of predicting 5 different resolutions with a 5 fold cross validation. The algorithm is best
at predicting the low and highest resolution as can be seen in Table 4.2. Less accurate
however is the 480p resolution because it overlaps with both lower and higher resolutions.
The whole classification tree for resolution can be found in Appendix section D Figure 7.2.
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144p

63%

37%

240p

27%

69%

4%

480p

3%

23%

42%

30%

2%

5%

16%

61%

18%

2%

9%

89%

480p

720p

1080p

720p

1080p

144p

240p

Prediction outcome
Table 4.2: Confusion matrix of the classification tree prediction model for resolution. Green boxes are
correct predictions and red boxes are false predictions. The percentages shows how likely a correct and
false prediction is.

The second part is the QoE model is the freezes. To predict these it was believed that using
difference of instant TxB from the moving average TxB would reveal freezes. However after
running the classification using different predictors we found that the actual resolution is
a heavy factor in predicting the freezes. This seems likely for our data set as most freezes
occur in the lower resolutions as seen in Table 4.1. So because of this the freeze prediction
is dependant on the resolution prediction. The predictors that gave highest accuracy were
the 3 point trailing mean of the PDSCH TxB and the predicted resolution. A accuracy
of 86% in a 5 fold cross validation was achieved using the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
algorithm. However given that it only can rightly detect the freezes half the time the
accuracy measure is a little miss-leading the confusion matrix can be seen in Table 4.3.
Based on the findings above the final prediction model is only dependant on the PDSCH
TxB for both predicting resolution and freezes. The block diagram of the proposed prediction model can be found in Figure 4.4.
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93%

7%

F

50%

50%

p

f

True
value

P

Prediction outcome
Table 4.3: Confusion matrix of the KNN prediction model for freezes. Green boxes are correct predictions and red boxes are false predictions

Figure 4.4: The block diagram shows the parts of predicting a objective QoE indicator score. The
orange block is predictors, the green blocks are the classification algorithms and the light blue boxes are
the mapping between QoE indicator, Resolution and Freezes.

The next step is to apply the mapping between Resolution and Freezes made in subsection 2.4.3 to our QoE indicator score (0-10). First the 10 minutes long videos are divided
into 30s long clips. Then the mapping of QoE indicator and the resolution is applied.
Next, the short(<2) and long(>=4) freezes are separated and deducted from the Resolution QoE. The end results is presented as 156 30s long videos with a score ranging from
10(1080p no freezes) to 0(Low resolution and freezes). The comparison between the real
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and predicted QoE indicator can be seen Figure 4.5.

4.6

Verification of prediction model

The classification tools used cross fold validation to avoid overfitting of the models, however given the limited data the verification of the prediction model is limited. The idea
behind testing with two phones was that one can be used to train the prediction model,
while the other phones measurements is used for validation. This way it’s possible to
verify a phone in a similar situation.

Figure 4.5: A histogram of the real and predicted QoE indicator scores from phone 2 measurements.
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is 1.62.

We clearly see that the results are heavily influenced by the end points of the QoE indicator
scale. Most of our measured data was either working perfectly or had very bad video
degradation. However there is still some videos that are on the middle of the scale. On
average the bias of the prediction is positive (0.45), meaning that the prediction model
will give a higher QoE score than the real one. The main problem is that since our freeze
prediction model is based on the resolution prediction model, it has a hard time detecting
freezes which occur in high resolutions. This will highly impact the error of the model as
the RMSE is 1.62.
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5 | Discussion
5.1

Prediction model results and the quest for better
predictors

One of the key thing we wanted to find was a clear way of detecting freezes and resolutions
in ULLV based on network measurements. We had some hypothesis of how to find these,
but in the end the measurement values in LTE do not always reflect the situation in a
ULLV. The system was designed to make it easy too add new predictors to the classification algorithms and the Qaulipoc software records many different values in the LTE
system. Even after applying processing and normalization techniques to the data, the
gain by using many predictors was very small. The problem with most of the predictors
gathered from the LTE system is that they are so correlated to each other, that they don’t
really add much information to a prediction model. Examples of these are the BLER and
number of retransmitts values that are very dependant on each other and there is little
information to be gained by looking at both of them. The same can be said for different
throughputs and TxB, while the IP throughput as the closest to the application layer
should logically be able to predict more accurately the resolution and freezes, however
this was not seen in our data.
So moving on there might be way to improve the prediction QoE event in ULLV.As with
any classification algorithm more samples are always better and more measurements could
be used to train the models. A higher granularity of our data-points is one thing that
could help make the prediction more accurate. As our measured data is averaged by the
Qaulipoc software to around 0.5s and we further increase it to be on a 1s timescale. Also
looking into the QUIC packet trace in further detail could reveal some new and interesting
predictors as it is further elaborated in Appendix section C.

5.2

The future of QoE scheduling

It’s clear that video content providers have no intention to stop using encrypted traffic.
This makes DPI impossible and limits the information provided to the base station. This
makes it more challenging to know exactly what the user is experiencing. Predicting the
QoE of mobile users based on open traffic measurements seems plausible, but another
approach could be a hybrid system where the network would sent unencrypted packages
which could show the current buffer size and resolution. This feedback would enable a
prediction model to be a lot more accurate and it could be used to predict and achieve
optimized QoE fairness across multiple users utilizing the network.
ULLV suffers greatly from inconsistent scheduling of packets compared to normal progressive streaming. In ULLV the fluctuations should be avoided and consistent traffic
should be the target. The system with GBR bearers exists in LTE, but is not used for
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normal users watching a video, as all external traffic is treated equally. So from the networks perspective it’s important to not treat this traffic as normal progressive streaming,
as it will reduce the QoE. One way to identify the type of stream could be to look at
the destination IP address and what type of traffic is associated with this server. Also
here identifying the segment sizes by looking the packet trace could be useful to separate
between different latency used in live videos.
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6 | Conclusion
The advancements made in modern cellar system has enabled high amounts of data traffic. This means that new data heavy services has become a part of everyday life and
subscribers expect these systems to work perfectly. For MNO to ensure that these systems are up to the subscribers demands, they look at the QoS metrics to optimize and
schedule traffic. The problem is that these metrics don’t always correspond to the users
QoE. In the past web traffic was not encrypted and the MNO could perform DPI to
extract QoE metrics, but content providers are now encrypting their traffic. Things get
even more complicated when new demanding services are introduced, like YouTube’s new
ULLV launched in 2017.
The goal of the report was to create a prediction model for an objective QoE indicator
based on LTE system measurements for YouTube ULLV. To do this a measurement of a
controlled ULLV stream was designed and preformed on a live LTE network using Rhode
& Schwarz Qaulipoc phones. The network values gathered from the measurements were
organized and time-aliened to fit on a one second timescale. A full IP packet trace was
also done to see if the encrypted QUIC could identify what type of video traffic is being
streamed. Further a simple objective QoE indicator model based on freezes and resolution
was designed. The purpose of this was to mimic some of the behaviour seen in actual
MOS ratings. We had some hypothesis about what network measurements would be very
impactful on the video state, these were thought to be throughput and BLER. These
values were compared directly and statistically with the video state. Matlab classification
leaner was used to create prediction models. This tool uses assisted machine learning to
find resolutions and freezes based on the network measurements chosen.
The measurements proved to be kind of tricky because of inconsistent behaviour of the
YouTube player. This issue was fixed by using a older approved version of the Android
YouTube application on the Qaulipoc phones. However some illogical decisions was still
present in the final measurements. The player would sometimes choose to stick the a
resolution instead of adapting down. As for our hypothesis about BLER being a key
parameter to detect freezes was not seen in our case. This is most likely due to the low
mobility of our tests and the LTE network, behaving as intended and achieving on average
a 10% BLER.
The PDSCH throughput and especially the PDSCH TxB proved more useful as a predictor. In the end the best predictions models was made using only the instant and a 3
point trailing mean of the PDSCH TxB as the network parameter.Specifically the resolution prediction achieve a 70% accuracy at predicting 5 different resolutions using these
two values. The Freeze prediction value only used the trailing mean together with the
predicted resolutions to achieve a accuracy of 86%.
Unfortunately these accuracies can be misleading because the prediction models cannot
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be used directly to predict freezes or resolutions correctly on a per second basis. However
they need to be averaged across multiple samples in time, which means it is only suited
QoE monitoring rather than scheduling. So the next step was to import the data from the
second phone and running it through the prediction models to evaluate it. Then the 10
minutes long test are separated into 30s long video chunks and mapped to our objective
QoE indicator model. This prediction gave us a RMSE of 1.63 when it was compared to
the real QoE indicator.
Given our limited data set it does not seem like LTE system measurements can achieve
high enough accuracy at predicting the freezes and resolutions in YouTube’s ULLV on
a per second basis. One of the biggest problem is that the player sometimes does not
behave as expected and even in ULLV with a small buffer size. However it seems good
at predicting the QoE for monitoring purposes. We also think that the prediction model
could be expanded upon and improved by having more data to train the model especially
in the 480p region. It seems that using more elaborate machine learning techniques is
the only possible way to predict QoE to do scheduling without any sort of feedback
mechanism.
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A

YouTube live broadcasting, re-encodeing and bitrates

A laptop running Xspilt broadcasting software was used to stream to YouTube Live
over RTMP. The stream was configured with 1080p30fps, 2s key-frame interval, using
intel QuickSync h.264 codec (hardware encoding to reduce CPU-load), Constant bitrate
(CBR) and running a fairy demanding looping animation meaning that the bitrate will be
consistent after YouTubes Variable bit rate (VBR) re-encoding. The Bitrates YouTube
Live recommends for this type of settings is 4000-6000kbps. Options picture of x-split.
We are focusing on video as it seems that YouTube will only have 2 audio qualities to
choose from and in the end the size of the audio is very small compared to video at
high resolutions. These two audio qualities are 64kbps and 128kbps and can be added to
the total. However we don’t know how the YouTube player adapts between audio quality
levels. (maybe the lower 64kbps is only used with 144 and 240p). We wanted to investigate
how the bitrate setting being broadcasted to the YouTube server would affect the viewers
experience as the servers are re-coding the original broadcasting stream. Basically, we
want to keep track of how the bitrate changes after re-encoding, archiving etc. This also
helps us to see what broadcasting bitrates we should for the live stream measurement test.
The problem was that doing live captures of the live stream didn’t seem to work properly,
so we downloaded the archived live session right after, using a tool called YouTube-dl.
These downloaded versions of the live stream was opened in Media Player Classic and
the media information tab was used to see the Average bitrate of the stream. (You can
also watch the current bitrate and they were very close <10What is the timeline of a
YouTube live broadcast? 1. The Live stream starts and will send segments based on the
key-frame interval to the YouTube server over RMTP. 2. The YouTube Server will take
this RMTP stream and re-encodes it to MPEG-DASH format to be sent to the viewers
watching the live stream. Given that the latency between the broadcaster and the viewer
is small 6>. This gives little time to re-encode and delivery it over the internet. For
this reason, the compression used for live video streams are not as efficient or aggressive
and have a relatively high bitrate. 3. After the live stream is done YouTube will achieve
the stream automatically, this takes very little time after the stream has ended and is
available a few minutes after the stream is closed (dependent on the length I assume, our
case 10minute live stream). 4. After the initial achieve, YouTube will do a re-encoding
even further to reduce the size and efficiency of the initial archived live stream for longer
term storage. This take about 1hour after the stream ended (dependent on the length,
our case 10minute live stream). X-split setting as above, with a CBR set to 8000kbps this
is video only.
Bitrate differences between live stream and Long-term archive with a 8000kbps broadcast:
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Resolution(bitrate)

Initial archiving of stream bitrate

Long-term archiving of stream bitrate

Present of initial archive

1080p(Max)

6878kbps

4336kbps

63%

720p

4376kbps

2317kbps

53%

480p

2905kbps

1158kbps

40%

360p

2076kbps

649kbps

31%

240p

1265kbps

308kbps

24%

144p(min)

614kbps

109kbps

18%

Bitrate differences between live stream and Long-term archive with a 6000kbps broadcast:
Resolution(bitrate)

Initial archiving of stream bitrate

Long-term archiving of stream bitrate

Present of initial archive

1080p(Max)

6733kbps

4331kbps

64%

720p

4256kbps

2316kbps

54%

480p

2786kbps

1157kbps

41%

360p

1963kbps

663kbps

34%

240p

1193kbps

312kbps

26%

144p(min)

580kbps

110kbps

19%

These seems to be little benefit by broadcasting to YouTube with higher bitrates. Something that is not making much sense is that he max quality of 1080p is higher then the
broadcast stream being sent to the YouTube server(6800kbps vs 6000kbps), so it’s not
being compressed at all maybe just re-encoded to be delivered on the mpeg-dash format
structure and that causes the increase in bitrate. Given the ultra low latency stream will
have a segment size of 1s means that temporal compression often video is limited 1 keyframe per segment. We will use the 6000kbps setting because this is the recommended
setting. We see that the videos are re-encoded aggressively to be long-term archived.
While there is a definite noticeable downgrade of the Quality between the two downloaded archived streams. The compression rate is very high. We suspect that the Initial
archiving is the same encoding as the live stream. So this is the bitrate required for the
video at different qualities during the livestream. We can assume that the few minutes it
took after the stream ended is only used for meta-data and time for the video to posted
on the YouTube servers. While the long term stream took about 1 hour appear. This
is most likely because the whole stream in re-encoded on a longer segment size to make
temporal compression of the video much better.

B

QoS Class Identifier

As mentioned earlier the bearers can have different QoS, this is specified in the 3GPP
standard [3GPP, 2010]. The QCI defined in the table below shows the different QCI
values, where the default bearer has a QCI of 9. The point of the bearers is to provide
different QoS settings for different services while the traffic is identified by either looking
at the data or by looking at the destination IP. Ex if the UE is receiving data from
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YouTube, its most likely video stream and would get a QCI of 4 or 8/9. If the data are
encrypted only the destination IP can be used to identify what type of data is being sent
or received. A default bearer is established per PDN connection and the use of multiple
PDNs connections is possible when different services are requested.
QCI Priority level

Packet delay

Packet loss

Services

1

2

100ms

10e-2

Conversational Voice

2

4

150ms

10e-3

Conversational Video

3

3

50ms

10e-3

Real Time Gaming

4

5

300ms

10e-6

Video Streaming

5

1

100ms

10e-6

IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) Signaling

6

6

300ms

10e-6

TCP-based traffic

7

7

100ms

10e-3

Voice,Video,Gaming

8

8

300ms

10e-6

TCP-based traffic

9

9

300ms

10e-6

TCP-based traffic

Table 7.1: Standard QCI table in LTE. 1-4 GBR, 5-9 non-GBR [3GPP, 2010, p.30].

C

QUIC packet trace and segment timings

From the background chapter we discussed the use of Packet traces to identify the pattern
of requested segments. This seems to be very similar in our test compared to the previous
packet trace we had. However given that this is a Ultra-low latency live stream we see
that the segment are requested every 1s corresponding to the 1s segment length. These
segment comes pairwise as a video and audio segment request.
How can these pairwise packets be used and how would you filter these in real-time?
One idea would be to loop system that would identify this pairwise pattern and identify
the segment lengths used in this DASH Stream. These segment sizes are for live video
either 1s,2s or 5s for YouTube live streams. So this would be the target the feedback
loop system aims For. However the video would have to be playing for several seconds
to reach a steady state where segments requests come orderly as in the start or after a
freeze the network could request several packets. So given that you can identify the when
a segment request is made a very detailed information about the stream/buffer health
could be identified. How long between segment requests: Would give you the segment
time in stead state.
How long between segment request and last downloaded packet: The time to download
segment time. If this is larger the the segment length the buffer is decreasing.
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Figure 7.1: Here is the start of a stream with a filter that looks for QUIC packets in the uplink with a
size of 550-650. In yellow highlight is a pairwise segment requests and this seems to repeat every 1s.

How many "extra" segment requests where made? This could be used to identify the
amount of Resolution adaptations.
So ultimately very good QoE values could be extracted from a packet-trace. However a
packet trace is very demanding to do, especially for several users in a cell. Just 1 10minute
video trace is over 550k packets(depending on res of the video etc) so the network would
have to filter these packet continuously to get the correct ones without running out of
processing power or RAM. There is also the problem that while the packet traces could
make accurate QoE predictions, it might be not fast enough for the LTE radio to actively
schedule for it. So looking at the lower levels of the LTE protocol for values that affect
QoE greatly makes it easier for the radio to actively schedule based on QoE metrics.

D

Resolution and Freeze prediction

A medium classification tree (13 splits) was used to predict the Resolutions. The accuracy
is 70% with a 5-cross fold verification. For most of the splits the PDSCH using a trailing
mean of 3 points is used. There is also some splits that don’t make logical sense (the
far left branch), but this is most likely due the the fact that the Resolution prediction
don’t consider freezes and still has to assign a resolution. YouTube adaptation algorithm
sometimes chooses not to go as low as 144p and stay at 240 while the stream is freezes
can also cause some illogical splits.
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Figure 7.2: The classification tree used for predicting resolutions based on the phone 1 measurements.

E

MatlabTime-aligning and Prediction models scripts

Time-alignment script:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

clear;
%Load all the exported SQL tables From NQDI (Change for phone1/phone2)
B = readtable(’phone2ltepdschstats.csv’); %Load LTE PDSCH Data.
C = readtable(’phone2videosresolutionandfreezeings.csv’); %Load Video Message status trace.
D = readtable(’phone2msgipthroughput.csv’); %Read Msg IP Tx
F = readtable(’phone2LTEMACDLstatistics.csv’); %MAC statistics
G = readtable(’phone2LTEMeasurementReport-RSRP11-SINR14&15.csv’); %Physical Layer Report
H = readtable(’phone2LTEPUCCHCQI-CQI17.csv’); %CQI Index
%Extract the spesific values we are intested in form PDSCH data.
BLERdata = [B(:,4),B(:,14),B(:,17),B(:,18),B(:,19),B(:,27),B(:,29),B(:,38),B(:,39)];
BLERdata.Var18 = strrep(BLERdata.Var18, ’,’, ’.’); % Convert to dot instad of comma (%)
BLERdata.Var19 = strrep(BLERdata.Var19, ’,’, ’.’);
BLERdata.Var17 = str2double(BLERdata.Var17); %Remove for phone 1 (format error)
%Extract the spesific values we are intrested in form the SQL Tables
IPtxData = [D(:,4),D(:,7),D(:,8),D(:,9)];
%IPtxData = strrep(IPtxData.Var7, ’Downlink’, []);
IPtxData(strcmp(IPtxData.Var7(:), ’Uplink’), :) = []; %Remove Uplink entries
%Extract From MAC layer Tx
MactxData = [F(:,4),F(:,10)];
%Extract the spesfic values we are interested in from Video message trace.
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

resData = C{:,9};
timeData = C{:,4};
ResTime = [timeData, resData];
ResTime2 = [timeData, resData];
%Removing unwanted strings from data.
LTEMeasurementReport = [G(:,4),G(:,11),G(:,14)];
LTEMeasurementReport.Var11 = strrep(LTEMeasurementReport.Var11, ’,’, ’.’);
LTEMeasurementReport.Var14 = strrep(LTEMeasurementReport.Var14, ’,’, ’.’);
LTEPUCCHCQI = [H(:,4),H(:,17)];
LTEPUCCHCQI.Var17 = strrep(LTEPUCCHCQI.Var17, ’,’, ’.’);
%Used for removeing messages that are not needed to see Playing/Freezing
%’Video display duration reached’ ’Video aborted’
tf = {’New resolution: 1920x1080’,’New resolution: 1280x720’,’New resolution: 854x480’, ...
’New resolution: 680x360’,’New resolution: 640x360’,’New resolution: 426x240’, ...
’New resolution: 256x144’,’Initialized’,’Clip stopped’,’Loading’,’Loaded’, ...
’Clip started’,’Live stream’,’Buffering started’,’Clip started’, ...
’Rebuffering ended’,’Buffering ended’};
%Remove all data that is not used for detecing a Resolution change.
tf2 = {
’Playing’,’Displaying’,’Rebuffering started’, ...
’Initialized’,’Clip stopped’,’Loading’,’Loaded’, ...
’Clip started’,’Live stream’,’Buffering started’,’Clip started’, ...
’Rebuffering ended’,’Buffering ended’};
%Apply the filter strings to be removed from the Video msg trace.
for i=1:1:length(tf)
ResTime(strcmp(ResTime(:, 2), tf(i)), :) = [];
end
for i=1:1:length(tf2)
ResTime2(strcmp(ResTime2(:, 2), tf2(i)), :) = [];
end
% Convert all the Time Stamps to understandable data and time vectors.
% and covert to table format.
drt = datevec(ResTime(:,1),’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt = datetime(drt);
FreezeTable = timetable(ResTime(:,2),’RowTimes’,drt);
drt2 = datevec(ResTime2(:,1),’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt2 = datetime(drt2);
ResTable = timetable(ResTime2(:,2),’RowTimes’,drt2);
drt3 = datevec(BLERdata.Var4,’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt3 = datetime(drt3);
BLERTable = timetable(str2double(BLERdata.Var18),’RowTimes’,drt3);
FERTable = timetable(str2double(BLERdata.Var19),’RowTimes’,drt3);
TxGoodBytesTable =timetable(BLERdata.Var14,’RowTimes’,drt3);
TrougthputBytesTable =timetable(BLERdata.Var17,’RowTimes’,drt3);
NumFirstReTable = timetable(BLERdata.Var27,’RowTimes’,drt3);
NumDisReTable = timetable(BLERdata.Var29,’RowTimes’,drt3);
NumSecondReTable = timetable(BLERdata.Var38,’RowTimes’,drt3);
NumThreeReTable = timetable(BLERdata.Var39,’RowTimes’,drt3);
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81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

drt4 = datevec(IPtxData.Var4,’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt4 = datetime(drt4);
IPtxDataTable = timetable(IPtxData.Var9,’RowTimes’,drt4);
IPTxTroughputTable = timetable(IPtxData.Var8,’RowTimes’,drt4);

drt5 = datevec(MactxData.Var4,’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt5 = datetime(drt5);
MactxDataTable = timetable(MactxData.Var10,’RowTimes’,drt5);
drt6 = datevec(LTEMeasurementReport.Var4,’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt6 = datetime(drt6);
RSRPTable = timetable(str2double(LTEMeasurementReport.Var11),’RowTimes’,drt6);
SNR1Table = timetable(str2double(LTEMeasurementReport.Var14),’RowTimes’,drt6);
drt7 = datevec(LTEPUCCHCQI.Var4,’yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS’);
drt7 = datetime(drt7);
CQITable = timetable(str2double(LTEPUCCHCQI.Var17),’RowTimes’,drt7);
%Align all the samples so they are on a 1 second time scale.
TimeAlignFreeze = retime(FreezeTable,’secondly’,’previous’); % Use the previous values of
resolution to fill the gaps.
TimeAlignRes = retime(ResTable,’secondly’,’previous’); % Use the previous values of resolution
to fill the gaps.
TimeAlignBLER = retime(BLERTable,’secondly’,’mean’); %Retime BLER and take mean value
TimeAlignFER = retime(FERTable,’secondly’,’mean’);
TimeAlignBytesTx = retime(TxGoodBytesTable,’secondly’,’sum’);%Retime Tx Bytes and take sum.
TimeAlignTxTrougthput = retime(TrougthputBytesTable,’secondly’,’sum’); %Sum the troughput as
it’s given per second
TimeAlignNumFristRe = retime(NumFirstReTable,’secondly’,’sum’); %Retime #Re and take sum.
TimeAlignNumDisReTable = retime(NumDisReTable,’secondly’,’sum’);
TimeAlignNumSecondReTable = retime(NumSecondReTable,’secondly’,’sum’);
TimeAlignNumThreeReTable = retime(NumThreeReTable,’secondly’,’sum’);
TimeAlignIPtx = retime(IPtxDataTable,’secondly’,’sum’);
TimeAlignIPTxTroughput = retime(IPtxDataTable,’secondly’,’sum’);
MactxDataTable = retime(MactxDataTable,’secondly’,’sum’);
TimeAlignRSRPTable = retime(RSRPTable,’secondly’,’mean’);
TimeAlignSNR1Table = retime(SNR1Table,’secondly’,’mean’);
TimeAlignCQITable = retime(CQITable,’secondly’,’mean’);

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119 %Synchronize all the tables and put them in the same timetable.
120 TT = synchronize(TimeAlignFreeze,TimeAlignRes,TimeAlignBLER,TimeAlignFER,TimeAlignTxTrougthput
,TimeAlignBytesTx, ...
121 TimeAlignNumFristRe,TimeAlignNumDisReTable,TimeAlignNumSecondReTable,TimeAlignNumThreeReTable,
...
122 TimeAlignIPtx,TimeAlignIPTxTroughput,MactxDataTable,TimeAlignRSRPTable,TimeAlignSNR1Table,
TimeAlignCQITable); %Re syrconazation of Resolution and Freeze
123
124 %Remove Strigns to "glue" all 8 10minite tests togther in 1 Timetable.
125 TT(strcmp(TT.Var1_TimeAlignFreeze(:), ’Video aborted’), :) = [];
126 TT(strcmp(TT.Var1_TimeAlignFreeze(:), ’Video display duration reached’), :) = [];
127 TT(strcmp(TT.Var1_TimeAlignFreeze(:), ’’), :) = [];
128
129 %Uncomment to Remove 360p samples because too low sample size for prediction model!
130 TT(strcmp(TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(:), ’New resolution: 640x360’), :) = [];
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131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185

%Convert Bytes tranfserd to kbits
TT.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx = (TT.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx*8)/1000; % convert to kbits
TT.Var1_TimeAlignTxTrougthput = (TT.Var1_TimeAlignTxTrougthput*8)/1000;
TT.Var1_TimeAlignIPtx = (TT.Var1_TimeAlignIPtx*8)/1000; % convert to kbits
TT.Var1_TimeAlignIPtxTroughput = (TT.Var1_TimeAlignIPTxTroughput*8)/1000; % convert to kbits
TT.Var1_MactxDataTable = (TT.Var1_MactxDataTable*8)/1000; % convert to kbits
%Convert Timetable to a normal Table, now that everything is algined
PredictionTable = timetable2table(TT);
%Filter based on Freezes or Playing. 1=Freeze and 0=Playing.
FreezeTime = zeros(1,height(TT));
for ii=1:1:height(TT)
if TT.Var1_TimeAlignFreeze(ii) == "Displaying"
FreezeTime(ii) = 0;
elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignFreeze(ii) == "Playing"
FreezeTime(ii) = 0;
%elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignFreeze(ii) == "Video aborted"
%
FreezeTime(ii) = 3
else
FreezeTime(ii) = 1;
end
end
%Convert resolutions to numeric value. 6 levels of adaptation. And QoE
%Indcator score
ResolutionTime = zeros(1,height(TT));
ResQoEscore = zeros(1,height(TT));
for ii=1:1:height(TT)
if TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(ii) == "New resolution: 1920x1080"
ResolutionTime(ii) = 1080;
ResQoEscore(ii) = 10;
elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(ii) == "New resolution: 1280x720"
ResolutionTime(ii) = 720;
ResQoEscore(ii) = 9;
elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(ii) == "New resolution: 854x480"
ResolutionTime(ii) = 480;
ResQoEscore(ii) = 8;
elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(ii) == "New resolution: 640x360"
ResolutionTime(ii) = 360;
ResQoEscore(ii) = 6;
elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(ii) == "New resolution: 426x240"
ResolutionTime(ii) = 240;
ResQoEscore(ii) = 4;
elseif TT.Var1_TimeAlignRes(ii) == "New resolution: 256x144"
ResolutionTime(ii) = 144;
ResQoEscore(ii) = 2;
else
%
ResolutionTime(ii) = 500;
end
end
%Find the moveing mean Tx and the diffrence from moveing mean Tx.
%Add the Freezes and Resolution numeric values.
DiffmeanBytestTx = bsxfun(@minus, PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx, movmean(
PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,[3 0]));
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186 CombinedFREEZERES = [FreezeTime;ResolutionTime;ResQoEscore;(movmean(PredictionTable.
Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,[3 0]))’ ...
187
;DiffmeanBytestTx’;(movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignTxTrougthput,[3 0]))’];
188 bb = array2table(CombinedFREEZERES’);
189
190 %Add the new fuctions with moveign mean and diffrences to Prediction Table.
191 PredictionTable = [PredictionTable bb];
192
193 %Uncomment to Finds at what resolutions the video was Playing or Freezeing.
194 %[ResG,Frez,Res] = findgroups(bb(:,1),bb(:,2));
195 %CountTimeResFrez = splitapply(@histcounts,bb(:,1),ResG);
196 %Freeze = table2array(Frez);
197 %Ressolution = table2array(Res);
198 %table(Freeze,Ressolution,CountTimeResFrez) %Display Table
199
200 %Uncommetn to Find direct Correlation Coeficiants for the diffrent pairs.
201 %CorrTxRes = corrcoef(PredictionTable.Var2, PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx);
202 %CorrResBLER = corrcoef(PredictionTable.Var2,PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBLER);
203 %CorrTxMMRes = corrcoef(PredictionTable.Var2, PredictionTable.Var4);
204
205 %%%%%%Plotting
206 %Phone1 spans Because of some tests lack 600 samples.
207 %BUS(1:600),BUS2NY(601:1199),NY(1200:1799),NYOTG(1800:2399),FRIIS(2400:2991),
208 %FRIISUND(2992:3578),HAVN(3579:4179),NY2VEST(4180:4779)
209 %Phone2 spans
210 %BUS(1:599),BUS2NY(600:1198),NY(1199:1798),NYOTG(1799:2397),FRIIS(2398:2984),
211 %FRIISUND(2984:3577),HAVN(3578:4179),NY2VEST(4180:4779)
212
213
214 Test1Span = (1:600)’;
215 %Uncomment to plot TxB and Troughput
216 % plot(movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx(Test1Span),[5 5]));
217 % hold on;
218 % plot(movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignTxTrougthput(Test1Span),[5 5]));
219 % plot(movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_MactxDataTable(Test1Span),[5 5]));
220 % plot(movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignIPtx(Test1Span),[5 5]));
221 % title(’Aalborg bus station (P1)’);
222 % legend(’PDSCH throughput’,’PDSCH Tx ’,’MAC Tx’,’IP Tx’);
223 % xlabel(’Time s’);
224 % ylabel(’Kbps’)
225 % set(gca,’YGrid’,’on’);
226 % ay55 = gca;
227 % ay55.YAxis.Exponent = 3;
228 % return
229 figure(1)
230 hold on;
231 subplot(3,1,1)
232 %Resolutions stairsplot
233 stairs(ResolutionTime(Test1Span),’LineWidth’,1);
234 title(’Aalborg bus station (P2)’);
235 set(gca,’YTick’,[144,240,360,480,720,1080]);
236 ylabel(’Video resolution’)
237 xlabel(’Time s’);
238 yyaxis right;
239 ylabel(’Freeze’);
240 %Freezes stairs Areaplot
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241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268

Test1SpanArea = 0:length(Test1Span’)-1;
yArea = FreezeTime(Test1Span(1)+Test1SpanArea);
Test1SpanArea = [Test1SpanArea;Test1SpanArea];
yArea = [yArea;yArea];
ar = area(Test1SpanArea([2:end end]),yArea(1:end));
ar.FaceAlpha = 0.5;
set(gca,’YTick’,[]);
legend(’Resolution’,’Freeze’);
subplot(3,1,2)
%BLER and Moveing mean BLER plot
plot(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBLER(Test1Span));
hold on;
plot (movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBLER(Test1Span),[10 0]));
xlabel(’Time s’);
ylabel(’BLER %’);
legend(’Instant BLER’,’10 point trailing mean’);
subplot(3,1,3)
%PDSCH Tx and moveign mean plot
plot(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx(Test1Span));
hold on;
plot(movmean(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx(Test1Span),[10 0]));
ay3 = gca;
ay3.YAxis.Exponent = 3;
xlabel(’Time s’);
ylabel(’PDSCH Tx kbps ’);
legend(’Instant PDSCH Tx’,’10 point trailing mean’);
%set(gca,’LooseInset’,get(gca,’TightInset’));
return

Prediction script:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

clear;
%For trainging Prediction model and loading older models.
% A = readtable(’PredictionTableResP1.mat’);
% B = readtable(’PredictionTableResP2.mat’);
% C = [PredictionTableP1;PredictionTableP2]
%load(’MedTreeP2mat.mat’);
%load(’FreezePredictionWKNN’);
%load(’PredictionTableP1.mat’)
%Load the values from other script(data and alignment) and make a copy
load(’PredictionTableP2.mat’);
%load(’MedTreeP2mat.mat’);
load(’MedTree5ResTxAvgAndTx’);
%load(’FreezePredictionWKNN’);
load(’MedKNNTxBPRes’)
MachineLL = PredictionTable;
SegmentMin = zeros(1,height(MachineLL));
%Copy the values in a new table. MachineLL = Real values MachineLLP =
%predicted values
MachineLLP = MachineLL;
%view(MedTree5ResTxAvgAndTx.ClassificationTree,’Mode’,’graph’)
%Apply the classifaction tree made in the classifcation learner matlab app
Resprediction = MedTree5ResTxAvgAndTx.predictFcn(MachineLLP);
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

%Rplace the real resolution values with the predicten ones
MachineLLP.Var2 = Resprediction;

%Assign the QoE indicator score for the Real Resolution. Extra: apply the
%playback bitrate for every resolution level(since content is known).
for loopi=1:1:height(MachineLL)
if MachineLL.Var2(loopi) == 144
% MachineLL.Var2(loopi) = 144;
MachineLL.Var3(loopi) = 2;
SegmentMin(loopi) =600;
elseif MachineLL.Var2(loopi) == 240
MachineLL.Var3(loopi) = 4;
SegmentMin(loopi) = 1200;
elseif MachineLL.Var2(loopi) == 480 || MachineLL.Var2(loopi) == 360
%MachineLL.Var2(loopi) = 480; To convert 360p smaples, if not done before
MachineLL.Var3(loopi) = 6;
SegmentMin(loopi) = 2900;
elseif MachineLL.Var2(loopi) == 720
SegmentMin(loopi) = 4000;
MachineLL.Var3(loopi) = 9;
elseif MachineLL.Var2(loopi) == 1080
% MachineLL.Var2(loopi) = 720;
MachineLL.Var3(loopi) = 10;
SegmentMin(loopi) = 6800;
end
end
%Extra
% SegmentMinDiffP = bsxfun(@minus, MachineLL.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,SegmentMinP’);
% SegmentMinDiffMeanP = movmean(SegmentMinDiffP,[2 0]);
% MachineLL = [MachineLL array2table(SegmentMinDiffMeanP)];
% DiffmeanBytestTx = bsxfun(@minus, PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx, movmean(
PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,[3 0]));
56 % selfDiffBytestTx = diff(PredictionTable.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx);
57
58 %Convert predicted resolutions to QoE indicator score.
59 RespredictionQoE = zeros(1,length(Resprediction))’;
60 SegmentMinP = zeros(1,length(Resprediction))’;
61 for loopi=1:1:length(Resprediction)
62
if Resprediction(loopi) == 144
63
SegmentMinP(loopi) = 600;
64
RespredictionQoE(loopi) = 2;
65
elseif Resprediction(loopi) == 240
66
SegmentMinP(loopi) = 1200;
67
RespredictionQoE(loopi) = 4;
68
elseif Resprediction(loopi) == 480
69
SegmentMinP(loopi) = 2900;
70
RespredictionQoE(loopi) = 6;
71
elseif Resprediction(loopi) == 720
72
SegmentMinP(loopi) = 4000;
73
RespredictionQoE(loopi) = 9;
74
elseif Resprediction(loopi) == 1080
75
SegmentMinP(loopi) = 6800;
76
RespredictionQoE(loopi) = 10;
77
end
78 end
79 %Apply the QoE indicator based on the prediced resolutions to the table.
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80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

MachineLLP.Var3 = RespredictionQoE;
%Apply the KNN classifaction to predict the freezes based
%on TxB and Peredicted reolutions.
Freezeprediction = MedKNNTxBPRes.predictFcn(MachineLLP);
MachineLLP.Var1 = Freezeprediction;
%Extra values that dint help accury of model (diffrence from playback bitrate)
% SegmentMinDiff = bsxfun(@minus, MachineLL.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,movmean(SegmentMin’,[1 0]))
;
% SegmentMinDiff = bsxfun(@minus, MachineLL.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,SegmentMin’);
% SegmentMinDiffMean = movmean(SegmentMinDiff,[2 0]);
% %TxweightedMovMean = movavg(MachineLL.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,’custom’,weights) ;
% % movavg(MachineLL.Var1_TimeAlignBytesTx,’linear’,10,’Initialpoints’,’zero’)
% MachineLL = [MachineLL array2table(SegmentMinDiffMean)];

%Real values: Seperate into 30s small chucks of video.
chunckSize = floor(height(MachineLL)/30);
QoERaw = [MachineLL.Var1,MachineLL.Var3];
% Remove the extra 18 seconds that does not spearte 30s.
QoEThirty1 = QoERaw(1:chunckSize*30,:);
% Reshape into a multi dimention array.
QoEThirty = reshape(QoEThirty1,[30,chunckSize,2]);
LongFreeze = zeros(1,chunckSize);
ShortFreeze= zeros(1,chunckSize);
Freeze = zeros(1,30);
ResolutionScore = zeros(1,chunckSize);
Res = zeros(1,30);
FinalScore = zeros(1,chunckSize);
%Loop over the multi dimetional array to find if Freezes are long or short.
% -3 >= 2s > -1 QoE indicator.
for jj=1:1:chunckSize
for ii=1:1:length(QoEThirty(:,jj,1))
if QoEThirty(ii,jj,1) == 1
Freeze(ii) = Freeze(ii) +1;
%
QoEThirty(ii,:,2) = [];
%LongFreeze(jj) = LongFreeze(jj) +1;
elseif QoEThirty(ii,jj,1) == 0
if sum(Freeze) >= 2
LongFreeze(jj)=LongFreeze(jj)+1;
Freeze = zeros(1,30);
elseif sum(Freeze) == 1
ShortFreeze(jj)=ShortFreeze(jj)+1;
Freeze = zeros(1,30);
end
end
end
end
% Now assign a 1 Resolution QoE indicator score to every 159 30s clips.
%5 levels 2=144p,4=240p,6=480p 9=720p and 10=1080p and averaged.
for jj=1:1:chunckSize
for ii=1:1:length(QoEThirty(:,jj,1))
if QoEThirty(ii,jj,1) == 0
Res(ii) = QoEThirty(ii,jj,2);
end
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135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

end
Res(Res == 0) = [];
ResolutionScore(jj) = mean(Res);
Res = zeros(1,30);
end
QoEResFreeze = [ResolutionScore;LongFreeze;ShortFreeze]; %Put in one Array
%Remove 1 point from the QoEScore per short freeze and 3 points for every
%long freeze.
for oo=1:1:length(QoEResFreeze)
FinalScore(oo) = QoEResFreeze(1,oo) -(QoEResFreeze(2,oo)*3) - (QoEResFreeze(3,oo)*1);
end
FinalScore(FinalScore < 0) = 0; %Make all negativ scores 0.(Completly failed)
%Now do the same precedure for the predicted resolution and freezes table(I like loops):
chunckSizeP = floor(height(MachineLLP)/30); %Seperate into smaller chucks of video.
QoERawP = [MachineLLP.Var1,MachineLLP.Var3]; %Resolution and Freeze/Playing
QoEThirty1P = QoERawP(1:chunckSizeP*30,:);
% Remove the extra 18 seconds that does not spearte into 30s
QoEThirty1P = QoERawP(1:chunckSize*30,:);
QoEThirtyP = reshape(QoEThirty1P,[30,chunckSizeP,2]); % Reshape into a multi dim array.
LongFreezeP = zeros(1,chunckSizeP);
ShortFreezeP= zeros(1,chunckSizeP);
FreezeP = zeros(1,30);
ResolutionScoreP = zeros(1,chunckSizeP);
ResP = zeros(1,30);
FinalScoreP = zeros(1,chunckSizeP);
% Seperate long and short freezes.
for jj=1:1:chunckSizeP
for ii=1:1:length(QoEThirtyP(:,jj,1))
if QoEThirtyP(ii,jj,1) == 1
FreezeP(ii) = FreezeP(ii) +1;
%
QoEThirty(ii,:,2) = [];
%LongFreeze(jj) = LongFreeze(jj) +1;
elseif QoEThirtyP(ii,jj,1) == 0
if sum(FreezeP) >= 2
LongFreezeP(jj)=LongFreezeP(jj)+1;
FreezeP = zeros(1,30);
elseif sum(FreezeP) == 1
ShortFreezeP(jj)=ShortFreezeP(jj)+1;
FreezeP = zeros(1,30);
end
end
end
end
for jj=1:1:chunckSizeP
for ii=1:1:length(QoEThirtyP(:,jj,1))
if QoEThirtyP(ii,jj,1) == 0
ResP(ii) = QoEThirtyP(ii,jj,2);
end
end
ResP(ResP == 0) = [];
ResolutionScoreP(jj) = mean(ResP);
ResP = zeros(1,30);
end
QoEResFreezeP = [ResolutionScoreP;LongFreezeP;ShortFreezeP];
for oo=1:1:length(QoEResFreezeP)
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191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222

FinalScoreP(oo) = QoEResFreezeP(1,oo) -(QoEResFreezeP(2,oo)*3) - (QoEResFreezeP(3,oo)*1);
end
%Set all scores that are less then zero to zero.(No Negative QoE)
FinalScoreP(FinalScoreP < 0) = 0;

figure(1);
hist(FinalScore,20);
title(’Real QoE indicators for 159 30s videos’);
figure(2)
hist(FinalScoreP,20);
title(’Predicted QoE indicators for 159 30s videos’);
figure(3);
histogram(FinalScore,20,’facecolor’,’b’,’facealpha’,0.7,’edgecolor’,’none’);
hold on
histogram(FinalScoreP,20,’facecolor’,’k’,’facealpha’,0.5,’edgecolor’,’none’);
hist(0,0);
title(’Predicted and real QoE indicator for 159 videos(30s)’);
legend(’Real QoE indicator’,’Predicted QoE indicator’,’Real and predicted’)
set(gca,’YGrid’,’on’);
set(gca,’LooseInset’,get(gca,’TightInset’));
%Calcualte the RSME
FinalScoreDiff = bsxfun(@minus,FinalScoreP,FinalScore);
FinalScoreBias = mean(FinalScoreDiff)
Errors = FinalScoreDiff;
% Errors
ErrorsSq = Errors.^2;% Squared Error
MErrorSq = mean(ErrorsSq);% Mean Squared Error
RootMErrorSq = sqrt(MErrorSq)

return

F

NQDI snips

Figure 7.3: Friis mall -1 floor in Phone 1

Figure 7.4: harbor to nytorv in Phone 2
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Figure 7.5: Bus station Phone 1
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